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This andbook provides the most comprehensive coverage of Irish politics and society to date, and is the go-to resource for academics, students, policy-makers, and journalists.
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A concise introduction to all key aspects of the Irish legal system. New to this edition: The new EU Reform Treaty New legislation on defamation, civil partnerships and criminal
law Developments in the area of human rights Additional contemporary case studies and tasks Introduces key principles of sources of Irish law, court structures and aspects of
ADR. Examines areas of substantive law including tort, contract, criminal, consumer, European Union and human rights law. Presents a glossary of legal terms and an overview
of methods of research and study techniques Clear learning outcomes, short and extended research tasks and self-test questions with suggested answers and key points
promote independent learning skills. Provides a foundation for further specialised legal studies. Suitable For: FETAC students taking introductory law modules. A revision text for
all academic and professional courses with an Irish legal system module. A concise introduction to all key aspects of the Irish legal system. New to this edition: The new EU
Treaty of Lisbon New legislation on defamation, civil partnerships and criminal law Developments in the area of human rights Additional contemporary case studies and tasks.
Examines key principles of the nature and sources of Irish law, including court structures, tort, contract, criminal, consumer, European Union and human rights law. Provides
guidelines to resource materials, including the internet, and includes activities and tasks that encourage and promote their use. Short and extended self-test questions with
suggested answers and key points promote independent learning. Provides a foundation for further specialised legal studies.
??????,??????????????.???????????·???????????????????,???????????.?????,?????????????????,????????????????.
Fundamentals of International Oil & Gas Law provides a foundation for understanding legal problems commonly encountered in conducting business in the oil and gas industry.
Written for a global audience, William Hughes devotes substantial attention to industry legal problems arising under non-U.S. legal systems like those in the European Union and
Islamic law regimes. Including case studies, and end of chapter questions and notes, Fundamentals of International Oil & Gas Law is an excellent desk reference, course
textbook, or introductory guide to this important subject matter.
????:Punishment and Responibility
The definitive, concise text for exam success! A concise introduction to key aspects of the Irish Legal system.
?????????????????????????????????,???????????????,?????????????20??80????????,??????????????????????,????????????????????
This book provides a comprehensive overview of Irelands response to the climate crisis. The contributions, written by leading scholars across a range of disciplines in the social sciences,
humanities and beyond, shed light on diverse aspects of the climate crisis, the factors shaping Irelands response, and prospects for the future. Long regarded as a 'climate laggard, Irelands
response to the urgent societal challenge of climate change has seen new momentum in recent times. The volume will serve as a key reference point for academics, students, policymakers,
and a wide range of stakeholders. It will be of interest to readers within Ireland, as well as further afield, who wish to gain a deeper understanding of the constraints on, and opportunities for,
successful climate action in Ireland.
Bringing together the theory, structure, and practice of legal reasoning in an accessible style, this book explains how to uncover and exploit the mysteries of legal materials. It draws the
student into the techniques of legal analysis and argument and the operation of precedent and statutory interpretation.
In 1991, the people of Ireland elected Mary Robinson, a women's rights crusader who supported legalized birth control and divorce, as their president. The country seemed poised for massive social and legal
change, but it became apparent that even though Ireland at the dawn of the 21st century would be very different from the Ireland of the past, many fundamentals would remain the same. This book examines
Irish abortion and divorce law in their historical, religious, and cultural contexts. Its main focus is on the well-publicized referenda and court cases of the 1980s and 1990s, with special attention given to their
roots and potential long-term effects on the communitarian Irish culture and opportunities for Irish women. The author identifies and discusses three forces that have affected Irish law and mores, especially
those relating to abortion and divorce: economic insecurity; a sense of group loyalty and identification, particularly within families and churches; and Catholic teaching about the common good.
This is the first book launching the new Core Law Text series by Clarus Press. Written specifically for the student, the book provides a comprehensive, accurate, and accessible account of the nature,
structure, and functions of the Irish legal system. It includes a coherent account of the constitutional principles and institutional structures which form the building blocks of the Irish legal system, including
references to and explanations of important areas of substantive law. Each chapter examines key legal principles and puts each area of law into context. The book also includes a clear statement of the
intended learning outcomes to help direct and focus the students' learning. Diagrams, tables, flow-charts, and summaries are utilized to reinforce the information and provide quick visual cues for the
understanding of key points contained in the text. The book is fully up-to-date and includes recent legislative and constitutional changes and amendments to EU law. It also includes international treaties
between EU Member States to which Ireland has recently become a party. This will be an essential textbook for undergraduate students and others with an interest in the Irish legal system. (Series: The Core
Text Series)
This first-of-its-kind volume surveys twenty constitutional judges who 'towered' over their peers, exploring their complexities and flaws.
Greer and Dawson (both teach law at the Queen's U. of Belfast) have edited nine papers on diverse aspects of legal history in Ireland written by historians, lawyers, a specialist in Irish, and a graduate student
in 19th-century history. The political history of Ireland is continually evident in its
A compelling collection of essays by female scholars examining the relationships between sustainability, corporations and the role of gender.
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Examines the complex interactions between English and Irish neighbours in the 'four obedient shires' and how this shaped English identity.
Since they were issued in 1999, the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance have gained worldwide recognition as an international benchmark for good corporate governance.
Fundamentals of the Irish Legal System is part of a new series of textbooks for students Round Hall Fundamentals. It explains and critically assesses how our law is made and applied and
provides a solid knowledge and understanding of the Irish legal system. It sets down and examines the Irish legal system in a clear and accessible manner, while also requiring the student to
think about deeper issues relating to law and its interaction with society. As well as providing students with an extremely accessible text on the Irish legal system it also covers wider policy
questions. * Focuses on what is the law, sources of law, how the law is used, the civil and criminal court systems, alternative dispute resolution, the role of judges, solicitors and barristers in
the Irish legal system and administrative justice. * Explains the intricacies of this area of the law in an accessible manner, while also providing some analysis and discussion on key areas and
controversies. * Presents the information in an accessible manner. * Enables students to self test so that they are confident in their knowledge before moving onto the next chapter * Includes a
section on how to find, read and analyse legislation, cases, other textbooks and journal articles so that students can put their knowledge into practice Key learning features include: * A clear
and logical structure * Sets out a clear framework and explains the intricacies of the law as clearly as possible without foregoing the detail necessary for a thorough understanding of the issues
raised * Includes practical examples, tips, and advice * Handy chapter summaries which act as a good check point for students * Sources for further reading and suggested websites at the end
of each chapter to point students towards further learning * Opens each chapter with a bulleted outline of the main concepts and ideas to be covered in that chapter and closes each chapter
with a summary to recap the main points * Assumes no prior knowledge of the subject - allowing the book to be used for those new to the subject, yet also contains interesting insights and
materials for those who have some exposure to the issues examined. About the authors Liam Thornton is a lecturer in law and director of clinical legal education in the School of Law,
University College Dublin. Tanya Ni Mhuirthile is a senior lecturer in law in Griffith College Dublin. Catherine O'Sullivan teaches in the Law Department of University College Cork
A world list of books in the English language.
While Irish historical writing has long been in thrall to the perceived sectarian character of the legal system, this collection is the first to concentrate attention on the actual relationship that existed between the
Irish population and the state under which they lived from the War of the Two Kings (1689-1691) to the Great Famine (1845-1849). Particular attention is paid to an understanding of the legal character of the
state and the reach of the rule of law, with contributors addressing such themes as: how law was made and put into effect; how ordinary people experienced the law and social regulations; how Catholics
related to the legal institutions of the Protestant confessional state; and how popular notions of legitimacy were developed. These themes contribute to a wider understanding of the nature of the state in the
long eighteenth century and will therefore help to situate the study of Irish society into the mainstream of English and European social history.
This book presents a comprehensive reference for real estate investors everywhere. Covering the unique real-estate situations in seventeen key countries, including the United States and Europe, it offers a
unique international overview of the real estate market.
Business lawBusiness law (or the law of business organisations) is the area of law concerning companies and other business organisations. This includes corporations, partnerships and other associations
which usually carry on some form of economic or charitable activity.If you are a law student or you have, or are thinking about, setting up your own business,this textbook will provide you with an essential
grounding in company structure and law within Ireland. The structure of business and the legal requirements for partners, directors, shareholders and company secretaries are crucial in order to ensure that
companies stay within the law and avoid costly and potentially devastating leadership mistakes.Legal writing in plain English. Law books using plain English which is easy to understand using clear concise
plain wording. Welcome to my series of law textbooks for beginners.Business law is a broad spectrum in Irish law, is utilises various legal principles and doctrines such as the law of Contract, the law of Tort,
Company law, Consumer law, the law of Agency, Employment law, and of course, the fundamentals of the Irish legal system.The Law of ContractFormation of a ContractOfferDistinction between Offer and
Invitation to TreatTermination of an offerAcceptanceThe Postal Rule (for acceptance)Intention to Create Legal Relations (intention to be legally bound)Family, Domestic or SocialCommercial Arrangements
(courts held that an intention to create legal relations is implied)Consideration Unilateral ContractsExecuted and executory considerationDoctrine of privity of contractContents of a
ContractConditionWarrantyExpress termsImplied TermsMatter of FactOfficious Bystander TestMatter of LawImplied under StatuteTerms implied by the CourtsImplied by CustomThe Parol Evidence
RuleInnominate termOnus of proofMistakeUnilateral or bilateral mistakeCommon MistakeSection 7 of the Sale of Goods Act 1893Mutual Mistake - Mutual misunderstandingUnilateral MistakeMistaken
IdentityDamagesRectificationRecissionSpecific PerformanceExemption ClausesThe legal effects of exemption/limitation clausesLimitation ClauseExclusion ClausesBars to exclusion/limitation
clausesMisrepresentationCollateral UndertakingsUnconscionable BargainContra ProferentemVitiating factors, discharge and remedyDuressThreats Economic DuressPressureCausationRemedies for
DuressBars to remediesUndue InfluencePresumed Undue InfluencePresumed on RelationshipSpecial relationshipsRebutting the presumption of Undue Influence Unconscionable
BargainMisrepresentationReliance in factExceptions to silenceCompensationRecessionEnforcement and AbetmentDamages in LeiuPartial rescissionLegislationVoid ContractsLaw of Tort
NegligenceDonoghue v StevensonDuty of careBreachCausationRemotenessReasonable PersonCaparoMitigate LossesIllegalityConsent, volenti non fit injuriaContributory NegligenceStandard of CareLaw of
Agency RatificationEstoppelEmergency/necessityEmployment law Vicarious liabilityUnfair dismissalWrongfulConstructiveRedundancyTUPEtransfer of undertakingsConsumer law Sale of goods and Supply of
ServicesConsumer protection Act 2007National Consumer AgencyCompany law Directors dutiesAuditorsBoard of directorsDebenturesSharesCompany meetingsLTDDACPLCUltra
viresReceivershipExaminershipLiquidationIncorporationCompanies Act 2014
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